
East Lismore, 135 Wyrallah Road
Ultimate Convenience.....

Positioned walking distance to anywhere you need to attend in East
Lismore.....and a stroke away from "the local" Golf Club. The fabulous Shopping
Centre, Schools, Childcare, Hospitals and the Bowling Club are at your fingertips
here.

This art-deco style 1948's solid double brick low-set home is a rare find. A mix of
timeless charm meets modern throughout this property. A lovely patio entry to
the property prepares you for the elegance and effortless living spaces. The
main loungeroom features an original brick working fireplace, cosy and practical
yet the envy of many. The beautifully renovated kitchen with ample cupboard
space, stone benchtops, gas hot plates and electric oven will suit the chef in the
family. A skylight positioned in the centre of this space makes it light and
enjoyable for the family.
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3 extra large Bedrooms, all with built-ins and fans will suit the family perfectly or
a couple allowing extra space for visitors - now we can all excitedly travel. Family
visits in this fabulous property just makes with sense what is on offer here.

The bathroom is modern and there is a second toilet. Newly renovated laundry
with an inside line and access directly outside. What you will notice is the
features throughout, whether it be the polished timber floors, fans, skylights in
perfect positions to add to the light and cool home it is. Original timber sliders in
the main lounge area are stunning and are another original part of this property.
There is a rumpus space for extra room for kids or visitors - with a built-in desk.

The character of this home is second to none, you wander through admiring not
only all the new additions but appreciating what is "still there" and it all creates
an Idyllic family lifestyle. The entertaining area starts with the dining room
flowing from the heart of the house - the kitchen. The dining room opens onto a
fabulous timber deck. What a space!! Over looking the fully fenced yard, with rear
lane access. The gardens are well maintained and the landscaping and large
trees project an "Enchanted Forest Look". There is also a fire pit to add to the
ambiance of entertaining. But wait...The media room.... the best you will see, come
and have a look!!

The tandem garage, carport and garden shed are added extras that complete
this property.

This is a home not to be missed. It has been loved, looked after and now awaiting
the next owner. You won't be disappointed call Michelle Mitchell now on 0423 322
873 or Robert Menin on 0414 252 190.
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